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Abstract

Co-located pressure and velocity observations in 10-15m depth are used to estimate the relative contribution of bound and free

infragravity (IG) wave energy to the IG wave field. Shoreward and seaward going IG waves are analyzed separately. At the

Southern California sites, shoreward propagating IG waves are dominated by free waves, with the bound wave energy fraction

<30% for moderate energy incident sea-swell and <10% for low energy incident sea-swell. Only the 5% of records with energetic

long swell show primarily bound waves. Consistent with bound IG wave theory, the energy scales as the square (frequency

integrated) sea-swell energy, with a higher correlation with swell than sea energy. Seaward and shoreward free IG energy is

strongly tidally modulated. The ratio of free seaward to shoreward propagating IG energy suggests between 50-100% of the

energy radiated offshore is trapped on the shelf seaward of 10-15m and redirected shoreward. Remote sources of IG energy

are small. The observed linear dependency of free seaward and shoreward IG energy on local sea-swell wave energy and tide

are parameterized with good skill (R2 ˜ 0.90). Free (random phase) and bound (phase-coupled) IG waves are included in

numerically simulated timeseries for shoreward IG waves that are used to initialize (˜ 10m depth) the numerical nonlinear wave

transformation SWASH. On the low slope study beach, wave runup is only weakly influenced by free shoreward propagating

waves observed at the offshore boundary (foreshore slope = 0.02).
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Key Points:6

• Infragravity (IG) waves on the inner shelf (10-15m depth) in San Diego, USA are7

usually dominated by refractively trapped free waves.8

• Seaward and shoreward propagating free IG energies are parameterized as a func-9

tion of tide level and local sea-swell conditions.10

• On a low slope (0.02) beach, numerical modeled wave runup is weakly influenced11

by the shoreward IG waves observed at the offshore boundary.12
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Abstract13

Co-located pressure and velocity observations in 10-15m depth are used to estimate the14

relative contribution of bound and free infragravity (IG) wave energy to the IG wave field.15

Shoreward and seaward going IG waves are analyzed separately. At the Southern Cal-16

ifornia sites, shoreward propagating IG waves are dominated by free waves, with the bound17

wave energy fraction < 30% for moderate energy incident sea-swell and < 10% for low18

energy incident sea-swell. Only the 5% of records with energetic long swell show primar-19

ily bound waves. Consistent with bound IG wave theory, the energy scales as the square20

(frequency integrated) sea-swell energy, with a higher correlation with swell than sea en-21

ergy. Seaward and shoreward free IG energy is strongly tidally modulated. The ratio of22

free seaward to shoreward propagating IG energy suggests between 50-100% of the en-23

ergy radiated offshore is trapped on the shelf seaward of 10-15m and redirected shore-24

ward. Remote sources of IG energy are small. The observed linear dependency of free25

seaward and shoreward IG energy on local sea-swell wave energy and tide are param-26

eterized with good skill (R2 ∼ 0.90). Free (random phase) and bound (phase-coupled)27

IG waves are included in numerically simulated timeseries for shoreward IG waves that28

are used to initialize (∼ 10m depth) the numerical nonlinear wave transformation SWASH.29

On the low slope study beach, wave runup is only weakly influenced by free shoreward30

propagating waves observed at the offshore boundary (foreshore slope = 0.02).31

Plain Language Summary32

Infragravity (IG) waves are long-period (every 25 sec to 2.5 min) waves that con-33

tribute to coastal flooding and beach erosion. IG waves, generated near the shoreline by34

short-period sea-swell (SS) wave groups (known by surfers as “sets”), have long wave-35

lengths (100s of m) and do not curl and break like ordinary sea and swell waves. Instead,36

they can bounce off the beach face and propagate seaward. Our study concerns IG waves37

on the inner shelf (10 − 15m depth, ∼ 500 − 700m offshore), seaward of the region of38

IG generation. Similar to previous observations in Hawai’i and North Carolina, we find39

most of the bounced, seaward going IG energy cannot reach deep water and is trapped40

on the continental shelf. We develop an observation-based estimate IG wave energy on41

the inner shelf as a function of SS wave energy and tide level. Finally. we show with a42

numerical model that IG wave runup at the shoreline is influenced only weakly by IG43

waves on the inner shelf.44

1 Introduction45

Infragravity (IG) waves are low-frequency surface-gravity ocean waves with peri-46

ods typically between 25-200s, longer period than the sea-swell waves that generate them.47

IG waves were first observed (Munk, 1949; Tucker, 1950) seaward of the surfzone, trav-48

eling shoreward with the group velocity of short-period wind-generated waves and ∼ 10%49

of their amplitude. IG waves can contribute significantly to runup (Huntley, 1976; Guza50

& Thornton, 1982; Ruggiero, 2004; Stockdon et al., 2006, and many others), sediment51

transport (Aagaard & Greenwood, 1994, 2008; Baldock et al., 2010; De Bakker et al.,52

2016), harbor seiches (Okihiro et al., 1993; Ardhuin et al., 2010) and earth hum (Rhie53

& Romanowicz, 2006; Webb, 2007).54

Shoaling, shoreward propagating sea-swell (SS) frequencies interact and transfer55

energy to their sum (higher-order harmonics) and difference (infragravity) frequencies56

through nonlinear triad interactions (Hasselmann et al., 1963; Elgar & Guza, 1985; van57

Dongeren et al., 2007). ’Bound waves’ are shoreward propagating IG waves that are 180◦58

out of phase with the envelope of higher-frequency sea-swell waves (Longuet-Higgins &59

Stewart, 1962). As shoaling SS waves become increasingly nondispersive, the bound wave60

approaches resonance, lags behind the wave group, and is eventually a ‘free’ wave (on61

the dispersion curve) that propagates to shore (List, 1986; Battjes, 2004; A. T. M. de62
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Bakker et al., 2015). Throughout the short wave (e.g. sea-swell) surf zone, free shoal-63

ing IG waves can acquire and lose energy from SS waves and can potentially break. At64

the shoreline, free IG waves can reflect and propagate seaward (Battjes, 2004; Thomson65

et al., 2006; S. M. Henderson et al., 2006; van Dongeren et al., 2007; Ruju et al., 2012;66

A. de Bakker et al., 2014).67

In many locations, incident SS waves are relatively well characterized with buoys68

(Behrens et al., 2019), satellites (Ribal & Young, 2019; Qin & Li, 2021), and regional or69

global (e.g. WAVEWATCH III) wave models. While these SS waves can be used in off-70

shore boundary conditions (BC) for surf zone models, typically in ∼ 10− 20m depth,71

the contribution of IG waves is not accurately observed or predicted by these systems.72

IG waves, typically observed with bottom-mounted pressure and/or current sensors, are73

less widely observed and characterized (Okihiro et al., 1992; Ardhuin et al., 2014; A. J. Re-74

niers et al., 2021). The practical limitations of direct observations of infragravity waves75

motivates the present efforts to parameterize IG energy for use in nearshore models. Bound76

wave theory has been implemented as an offshore IG boundary condition in laboratory77

studies where the wavemaker is carefully controlled to create only a shoreward propa-78

gating bound IG wave and (ideally) to absorb seaward propagating IG waves (van Noor-79

loos, 2003; Van Thiel De Vries et al., 2008; G. Ruessink et al., 2013; Altomare et al., 2020,80

and resulting papers). The offshore boundary condition in field settings have included81

theoretical bound waves and also observed timeseries (Roelvink et al., 2009; Zijlema, 2012;82

A. de Bakker et al., 2014; A. T. M. de Bakker et al., 2015; Dusseljee et al., 2014; Rijns-83

dorp et al., 2014, 2015; Fiedler et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; C. S. Hen-84

derson et al., 2022). The effect of free shoreward propagating IG waves in the model off-85

shore boundary has received little attention, and no existing parameterization includes86

both 2D bound and free IG waves. Here, 3 years of pressure and current (PUV) data87

in 10-15m depth are used to determine (and parameterize) the variation of incident IG88

waves with a range of SS waves. A parametric offshore IG boundary condition is devel-89

oped.90

1.1 Bound Waves91

Bound infragravity spectral energy Ebound
IG =

∫
IG

Ebound(f)df is estimated from92

second-order nonlinear wave theory (Hasselmann, 1962; Sand, 1982; Herbers, Elgar, &93

Guza, 1995, and many others).94

Ebound
IG (∆f,∆θ) = 2

∫
∆f

D2S(f, θ1)S(f +∆f, θ2)df, (1)

95

D = −gk1k2 cos (∆θ)
2ω1ω2

+ 1
2g (ω

2
1 + ω2

2 + ω1ω2) + C g(ω1+ω2)
(gk3 tanh (k3h)−(ω1+ω2)2)∗ω1ω2

,

C = (ω1 + ω2) ∗
(

ω1ω2

g

)2
− k1k2 cos (∆θ)− 1

2

(
ω1k

2
2

cosh2 (k2h)
+

ω2k
2
1

cosh2 (k1h)

)
,

with wavenumber k, angular frequency ω (= 2πf) and where the sea-swell frequency-96

direction spectra S(f, θ) can be estimated from a PUV, a pitch-roll buoy (Kuik, 1988),97

or a regional wave model. The interaction coefficient D is computed for the difference98

frequency (∆f) of every frequency pair (f1, f2) and if assuming directionally spread waves99

(2D), every difference direction (∆θ = θ2−θ1+180◦). D varies strongly as a function100

of ∆θ, depth, and SS frequency f . In shallow water, D is maximum (Dmax) for co-linear101

(∆θ = 0) waves, and 1D theory (∆θ = 0) is the upper limit on bound wave energy.102

D decreases quickly with increasing ∆θ; ∆θ = 30◦ results in D ∼ 25%Dmax (Herbers103

& Guza, 1994). The theoretical sensitivity of 2D bound wave energy to S(f, θ) and the104

fundamentally low resolution of a single PUV directional estimator limits the accuracy105

of the present 2D bound wave estimates. The coupling coefficient is frequency depen-106

dent and swell (8−25s) produces larger bound waves than sea (4−8s) (Okihiro et al.,107

1992).108
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Bound IG waves can alternatively be estimated with the third-order spectrum (bispectrum,109

Hasselmann et al., 1963; Kim et al., 1980; Elgar & Guza, 1985) that depends on non-110

linear phase coupling between wave triads with angular frequencies ω1, ω2, ω1+2. The111

bispectrum is the expected value of the triple product of complex Fourier coefficients,112

B(k, l) = Ẽ[XkXlXk+l].113

With random phases and no nonlinear coupling of the three frequencies, the bis-114

pectrum vanishes. The normalized magnitude of the bispectra (b, bicoherence),115

b(f1, f2) =
B(f1, f2)√

E(f1)E(f2)E(f1 + f2)
, (2)

measures the strength of the phase coupling between the three waves. The bispec-116

trum phase (biphase) corresponds to the phase lag between the IG wave and the SS wave117

group (Elgar & Guza, 1985). The forced wave spectral density is the bispectrum inte-118

grated over all frequency pairs for a given difference frequency (Herbers & Guza, 1994),119

Eforced
IG (∆f) = α(∆f)|bi(∆f)|2E(∆f), (3)

bi(∆f) = 2

∫ inf

∆f

dfB(f,∆f)/

√
2

∫ inf

∆f

dfE(f +∆f)E(f)E(∆f ), (4)

and the bias term α can be computed from the bound wave theory.120

1.2 Free Waves121

Free waves contribute significantly to IG waves (Gallagher, 1971; Huntley et al.,122

1981; Oltman-Shay & Guza, 1987; Okihiro et al., 1992; Zijlema, 2012; Smit et al., 2018).123

‘Edge’ waves are free waves trapped on a sloping beach by shoreline reflection and back-124

refraction by the increasing water depth (Eckart, 1951). Edge waves are sensitive to ge-125

ography, with the amount of trapping depending on the continental shelf and beach to-126

pography (Herbers, Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly, 1995). Seaward propagating IG waves that127

propagate freely from the shoreline across the shelf to deep water are known as ‘leaky’128

waves (Webb et al., 1991; Ardhuin et al., 2014; Rijnsdorp et al., 2021). Ardhuin et al.129

(2014) and Rawat et al. (2014) parameterize seaward-going free wave energy (radiated130

from the surfzone) for use as an incident boundary condition for global model WAVE-131

WATCH III, but the free IG wave climate on the inner shelf is poorly understood.132

Previous work in Duck, NC, Southern California, and Hawai’i, USA and the North133

Sea have investigated the fraction of IG energy contained in the bound component, giv-134

ing an indication of the amount of free shoreward wave energy. Numerous studies at Duck,135

NC (∼ 8−13m depth) (Elgar et al., 1992; Herbers & Guza, 1994; B. G. Ruessink, 1998;136

A. J. H. M. Reniers, 2002) found that the bound wave fraction was typically between137

10−20%, with higher values above 30% (and up to 100%) only during the most ener-138

getic SS conditions. In the North Sea (∼ 30m depth), IG wave conditions are always139

free wave dominant and only during the peak of storms is the fraction bound ≥ 50%140

(A. J. Reniers et al., 2021). At beaches in Southern California and Hawai’i (∼ 8−13m141

and 183m depth) (Okihiro et al., 1992), up to 50% of the IG energy is at times attributed142

to bound wave energy. The bound fraction is dependent on water depth; Elgar et al. (1992)143

observed twice the bound fraction in 8m depth compared to 13m depth in Duck, NC.144

Torrey Pines has long been a study site for refractively trapped waves (Huntley et al.,145

1981; Guza & Thornton, 1985; Oltman-Shay & Guza, 1987; Oltman-Shay & Howd, 1993;146

Thomson et al., 2006), with significant trapped IG energy detected shoreward of 15m147

water depth. This refracted energy then propagates onshore as free waves. These trapped148

waves are not phase-coupled to local (instantaneous) SS wave groups because they are149

not generated locally in space or time.150
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In this study, we analyze the relative contribution of bound and free IG energy to151

the total IG energy in 10 − 15m water depth for beaches in San Diego County, USA,152

confirm theoretical estimates of the incident bound wave energy, investigate parameter-153

izations for both bound and free IG energy and estimate an IG sea surface elevation time-154

series that can be used as an incident boundary condition for nearshore models. Section155

2.1 describes the dataset and quality control. Section 2.2 confirms that directional bound156

wave theory (Hasselmann, 1962) accurately predicts the observed bound wave energy.157

In Section 2.2 and 2.3, the relative contributions of shoreward propagating bound and158

free IG waves and their respective dependencies on the SS wave field are presented and159

compared with previous observations from other sites. The total incident bound and free160

IG energy and the spectral shape of the free energy are discussed in Section 3. Compar-161

ison to a previously developed seaward IG parameterization (Ardhuin et al., 2014), the162

tidal dependence and the effect of the IG BC in a phase-resolving nearshore numerical163

model on IG swash is presented in Section 4.164

2 Observations165

2.1 Data166

Bottom-mounted pressure sensors and current meters (PUV) were deployed in 10167

and 15-m depths at Torrey Pines State Beach and Cardiff State Beach, CA intermittently168

between Fall 2019 and Spring 2022 (Figure 1 and Table 1). Data were collected contin-169

uously between Fall 2021 and Spring 2022 as part of the Runup and Bathymetry 2D (RuBy2D)170

experiment at Torrey Pines, a 3km long, alongshore-uniform composite (summer sand,171

winter cobbles) beach. Cardiff is a 1.8km alongshore-variable beach, with a rocky reef172

beginning approximately 125m offshore at the southern end (Ludka et al., 2019). The173

2 Hz PUV data were segmented into 3h records. The three largest tidal constituents are174

removed from the bottom pressure and velocity records, and the records are surface-corrected175

using linear finite-depth theory over the frequency band 0.004−0.25 Hz. Computed spec-176

tra are segmented in 7200s demeaned ensembles, with an applied 50% overlapping Han-177

ning window, with 0.0003 Hz frequency resolution and 13 degrees of freedom. The IG178

band is defined between 0.004 − 0.04 Hz, the swell band between 0.04 − 0.12 Hz and179

the sea band between 0.12−0.25 Hz. As quality control, 3-hour pressure and velocity180

spectra passed a Z-test (Eq. 1 in Elgar et al., 2005),181

Z2 =
P 2(

ω
gk

)2
cosh2 khP

cosh2 khU
(U2 + V 2)

, (5)

with cutoffs of 0.8 < ZIG < 1.2 and 0.95 < ZSS < 1.05. This confirms the use of lin-182

ear theory in the sea surface correction. Additionally, only records with reflection coef-183

ficients (Eq. 4 in Sheremet et al., 2002) of R2
SS < 0.25 and R2

IG < 2.5 are used fur-184

ther. Only 5 values are removed with R2
IG > 2.5 with max R2

IG = 2.9. Details of the185

resulting 2494 quality controlled 3h records and SS bulk wave statistics are in Table 1.186

Spectral wave model (MOPS, O’Reilly et al., 2016) hindcast data from the observation187

periods show similar distributions of bulk parameters as a 23-year hindcast (Figure 2).188

The present observations are representative of the San Diego wave climate. Sea-surface189

elevation and velocity are combined to estimate shoreward and seaward propagating wave190

components, following Sheremet et al. (2002). Unless explicitly stated, the shoreward191

sea-surface elevation timeseries is used below to characterize the offshore boundary con-192

dition for wave propagation models.193

2.2 Bound Waves194

The 1D and 2D (±90◦ from shorenormal directionally-integrated) bound wave en-195

ergies (Hasselmann, 1962) show the effects of directional spreading on the interaction196

–5–
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Figure 1. Co-located near-bottom pressure and biaxial acoustic current meter (PUV) in 10m

and 15m depth at Torrey Pines and 10m depth at Cardiff. The Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-

phy’s wave MOnitoring and Prediction (MOP) (O’Reilly et al., 2016) transect numbers are given

along with the 10 and 15m depth contours (NAVD88m).

coefficient D (Eq. 1 and Figure 3). The 1D estimates are about ∼ 3x larger than the197

directionally-integrated 2D estimates.198

Bispectral analysis confirms 2D nonlinear theory (Hasselmann, 1962)(Figure 4).199

However, bispectral Eforced
IG estimates can be inaccurate when nonlinear coupling is weak,200

bound wave energy is low and free waves dominate. At individual frequencies, the bis-201

pectral and the bound wave estimates can differ by as much as a factor of 50 (Figure 3202

and Herbers and Guza (1994)). Integrated over IG frequencies, the 2D bound wave and203

the forced wave energy (for fraction bound > 15%) agree well (R2 = XX, Figure 4).204

The cases of fraction bound > 15% are typically larger SS events (back-refracted deep205

water wave height H0 and wavelength L0 give median
√
H0L0 = 13.1m, compared to206

–6–
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Figure 2. Histograms of (a) Offshore wave height H0 and offshore wavelength L0 in
√
H0L0,

(b) H0, (c) frequency spread fspread, and (d) peak frequency fpeak at Torrey Pines in 10m at

MOP582. Histograms are similar for 2000 - 2022 hindcast (blue, 201,600 1h values) and present

observations (orange, 12,602 1h records). Mean ± 1 standard deviation of the full 23 year hind-

cast and over the present observation time period (MOPS) are given.
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MOP Date Depth Distance from # of HSS Tp Dp Dspread

(m) backbeach (m) records (m) (s) (degrees) (degrees)

582 11/19 - 04/20 10 580 316 0.3 - 2.4 5 - 21 0 - 23 7 - 21
582 10/20 - 03/21 10 580 315 0.3 - 4.1 5 - 21 0 - 25 9 - 22
582 07/21 - 09/21 10 580 223 0.4 - 1 5 - 19 0 - 29 14 - 24
669 07/21 - 09/21 10 600 285 0.4 - 1.1 5 - 20 1 - 32 6 - 25
573 10/21 - 03/22 10 600 281 0.4 - 2.5 5 - 19 0 - 28 8 - 22
578 10/21 - 11/21 10 630 55 0.4 - 1.7 9 - 20 1 - 10 10 - 22
582 10/21 - 02/22 10 630 323 0.3 - 2.3 5 - 20 0 - 19 9 - 21
582 10/21 - 02/22 15 1020 401 0.5 - 2.7 5 - 20 0 - 25 8 - 25
589 10/21 - 02/22 10 660 289 0.3 - 2.3 6 - 20 0 - 32 9 - 22

Table 1. PUV Bulk Statistics. MOP location (580s are Torrey Pines and 669 is Cardiff in

O’Reilly et al. (2016); Ludka et al. (2019)), date range, depth, distance from backbeach to PUV,

the number of records for each PUV, significant wave height HSS , peak period Tp, peak direction

Dp and spread Dspread.
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Figure 3. Observed (blue) sea surface elevation frequency spectra E(f) (d.o.f. = 30) in 10m
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fraction bound = 10%, and (d) HSS = 0.4m, spread Dspread,SS = 24◦, fraction bound = 1%. In

the IG band (f < 0.04 Hz, dashed vertical line), theoretical results are shown for 1D bound wave

and 2 D bound wave, and for a bispectral approach (Herbers & Guza, 1994). Fraction bound

(based on 2D bound waves) ranges from about 100% (a, largest HSS) to 1% (d, smallest HSS).
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the median of the dataset = 10.7m). Analysis below uses 2D bound wave theory that207

(unlike bispectral estimates) does not rely on insitu IG observations and can be estimated208

from SS spectral waves from a buoy or wave model. Only 5% of the cases (120/2488)209

have a fraction bound greater than 50% (Figure 5 d). Similar to previous observations210

(Herbers, Elgar, & Guza, 1995; B. G. Ruessink, 1998) the fraction bound increases with211

increasing EIG and ESS and decreasing depth (or tide stage) (Figure 5 a). The frequency212

dependence of the bound wave coupling coefficient is seen with Ebound
IG being more highly213

correlated with Eswell (R
2 = 0.84) than Esea (R2 = 0.59) (Okihiro et al., 1992; Elgar214

et al., 1992).215
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Figure 4. Bound IG energy from nonlinear 2D theory (Hasselmann, 1962) versus an estimate

Eforced
IG based on bispectral analysis (Herbers & Guza, 1994). Colors are fraction bound based

on 2D bound wave theory. When fraction bound < 15% bispectral results are widely scattered,

and not shown or included in R2. The 1-1 line, and mean and standard deviation for binned data

(green curve and shading) are shown.
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IG , and

(d) fraction bound versus ESS . Most observed fraction bound are < 50% (dashed horizontal

line) and many are < 10%. △ is 15m PUV data. Correlations R2 are given. Ebound
IG scales as

E2
SS whereas both total and free IG energy scale as ESS . In panels (a - c), the solid line shows

a linear dependence on ESS (slope = 1), and dashed line shows a quadratic dependence on ESS

(slope = 2).
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2.3 Free Waves216

The shoreward free IG energy spectra are estimated by subtracting the bound wave217

estimate (Ebound
IG (f)) from the total shoreward IG energy spectra. These shoreward-directed218

free waves are a combination of refractively trapped (and typically locally generated) waves219

and leaky waves from remote sources. The free (and due to the dominance of free wave220

IG energy, the total) wave energy is approximately linearly proportional to ESS (Figure221

5 b, c, and consistent with Herbers, Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly, 1995; Okihiro & Guza, 1995).222

This linear dependence on ESS , as opposed to a quadratic dependence for the bound wave,223

has been attributed to dissipation (Herbers, Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly, 1995). Free waves224

have a weaker depth dependence (h−1) than bound waves (h−5), consistent with Herbers,225

Elgar, Guza, and O’Reilly (1995).226

Okihiro et al. (1992) estimated that in Southern California for typical SS energy,227

25% of the IG energy was bound in 8-13m depth, 70% was trapped shoreward of a sen-228

sor in 183m depth, and only 5% was leaky. Leaky, free IG waves can propagate across229

ocean basins and in deep water appear uncoupled from and uncorrelated with local SS230

wave conditions (Webb et al., 1991; Ardhuin et al., 2014). However, on the inner shelf,231

remotely generated IG waves only dominate local IG waves when ESS is very low (Herbers,232

Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly, 1995; Sheremet et al., 2002). Remotely generated IG waves (i.e.,233

unrelated to local SS wave energy) are not considered in the following analysis and con-234

tribute to parameterization noise.235

3 Parameterizing the IG wave field236

3.1 Bound Waves237

Although 2D bound wave energy can be determined from the incident sea-swell spec-238

trum, parameterizations of the total bound wave energy from bulk sea-swell wave statis-239

tics are convenient. Linear regression between predE
bound
IG and E2

SSh
−5 (with exponents240

predicted in Herbers, Elgar, and Guza (1995) and similar to B. G. Ruessink (1998)), yields241

correlation coefficients R2 between 0.58−0.91, for 10m Torrey Pines, 15m Torrey Pines242

and 10m Cardiff PUVs. A frequency-weighted sea-swell energy integral
(∫

SS
E(f)f−1df

)
243

(similar to the approach of Fiedler et al. (2020)) has higher correlations in all cases (Eq.244

6 with R2 = 0.84− 0.97, 95% CI [14.98, 15.37], Figure 6 a),245

pE
bound
IG = 15.2

(∫
SS

E(f)f−1df

)2

h−5. (6)

The units of the dimensional constant on the right-hand side are selected to yield m2.246

3.2 Shoreward Free Waves247

Linear regression between obsE
free
IG and ESS gives correlation R2 = 0.79 (Figure248

5). However, similar to the bound wave parameterization, a frequency-weighted SS en-249

ergy integral increases the correlation (R2 = 0.84). The observed tidal dependence of250

free IG energy is accounted for with the normalized tide251

σ̃ =
tideobs − tidelow
tidehigh − tidelow

, (7)

where 2.5m is the total tidal range observed across all deployments), with σ̃ = 0 at252

the lowest observed tide (−0.5 NAVD88m), and σ̃ = 1 at the highest tide (2 NAVD88m).253

Tide data is the 3h average obtained from a NOAA tide gauge (Station 9410230, La Jolla).254

Including a linear σ̃ dependence in the regression improves the correlation between ob-255

served and predicted total Efree
IG energy to R2 = 0.9 (95% CI [0.00066, 0.00068], Eq.256

8, Figure 6 b) at all but the lowest tides and ESS ,257
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Figure 6. Parameterizations of incident IG wave field. (a) 2D bound wave parameterization

(Eq. 6), (b) Free wave parameterization (Eq. 8), (c) 2D bound wave theory + free wave param-

eterization, colored by total incident SS energy (see color bar in (b)) and (d) significant wave

height of estimated IG timeseries, colored by SS significant wave height.

∫
SS

E(f)df
∫
SS

E(f)f−1df σ̃
∫
SS

E(f)f−1df

10m Torrey Pines 0.82 0.88 0.92
15m Torrey Pines 0.63 0.74 0.84

10m Cardiff 0.5 0.69 0.87

Total 0.79 0.84 0.9

Table 2. R2 between total (frequency-band integrated) free shoreward IG energy observed and

three parameterizations using the observed sea-swell wave energy spectrum ESS(f). PUV sensors

were deployed in 10m and 15m at Torrey Pines and 10m at Cardiff (see Table 1 for details). In

all cases, σ̃
∫
SS

E(f)f−1df has the highest R2, where σ̃ is the relative tide level (Eq. 7).

pE
free
IG = 0.00067σ̃

∫
SS

E(f)f−1df. (8)

Correlations in different depths and beaches are given in Table 3.2.258

The total shoreward IG energy, with contributions from both bound and free waves259

can be estimated with local SS parameters. The parameterization performs well (R2 =260

0.96) for all but the smallest ESS and/or tides using either the bound wave parameter-261

ization (Eq. 6) or the integrated 2D Hasselmann bound wave energy (Figure 6 c). With262

the smallest ESS and lowest tides, the parameterization underpredicts EIG perhaps ow-263

ing to free waves from remote sources (Webb et al., 1991; Ardhuin et al., 2014) and the264

inaccuracy of Eq. 6) when σ̃ = 0.265
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Functional forms of the frequency distribution of the free IG energy were compared266

with the observed free IG spectra (normalized by the frequency-weighted SS energy). Forms267

investigated include linear and cubic fits to the median spectral shape, the spectral shape268

of Ardhuin et al. (2014) and an altered form (referred to as nouvelleArdhuin, Eq. 9),269

A(f) =

{
β 1

∆f ∗ [f/0.012Hz] when f < 0.012Hz

β 1
∆f ∗ [0.012Hz/f ] when f > 0.012Hz

, (9)

with β = 0.0146 (median spectral energy density at f = 0.012Hz).270

NouvelleArdhuin has the smallest (∼ 0.35) median root-mean-square logarithmic271

error (RMSLE) between obsE
free
IG ∗A(f) and obsE

free
IG (f). Over all 2494 records, RM-272

SLE are linear ∼ 0.45, cubic ∼ 0.40 and using Ardhuin et al. (2014) ∼ 0.42. The free273

wave frequency distribution varies over a wide range and leads to relatively large RM-274

SLE errors in all tested forms. NouvelleArdhuin (Eq. 9) is relatively simple, has the small-275

est errors, and is used below.276

Timeseries realizations of the shoreward free IG are estimated from an inverse FFT277

of predE
free
IG (f),278

pE
free
IG (f) = pE

free
IG ∗A(f), (10)

pE
free
IG = 0.00067σ̃

∫
SS

E(f)f−1df,

with random phases and A(f) (Eq. 9).279

Linearly combining the computed bound wave timeseries with the estimated shore-280

ward propagating free wave timeseries (with random phase), yields an estimated total281

shoreward IG timeseries that can be used as a boundary condition for numerical mod-282

els. The parameterizations approximately reproduce a range of infragravity heights (Fig-283

ure 6 c, RMSE ∼ 0.01m, Model skill = 0.82, R2 = 0.95, Bias = 0.006m).284

4 Discussion285

Ardhuin et al. (2014) parameterized seaward free IG energy as a function of local286

sea-swell conditions, and used that parameterization as a shoreline boundary condition287

in a global ocean wave model. The assumptions that seaward IG energy is free, direc-288

tionally broad, and mainly radiated from the surfzone underlie the parameterization pE
sea
IG (f)289

pE
sea
IG (f) =

1.2α2 kg2

cg2πf

(
HsT

2
m,0

4

)2
 ∗ 1

∆f

[
min

(
1,

0.015Hz

f

)]1.5
, (11)

with the first part determining the frequency-band integrated pE
sea
IG energy, and290

the second, the frequency distribution of the seaward IG spectrum. Zheng et al. (2021)291

compared output from the Ardhuin et al. (2014) model and observations of HIG and found292

R2 = 0.6. This approach, for seaward IG energy, yields similar parameters for α (= 6.6 x 10−4s−1)293

with R2 = 0.71 between estimated and observed Efree
IG (Figure 7 a). A parameteriza-294

tion, similar to Eq. 8, for the seaward energy,295

pE
seaward
IG = 0.001σ̃

∫
SS

E(f)f−1df. (12)

shows similar tidal dependence of seaward and shoreward energy, and similar high skill296

R2 = 0.91 (Figure 7 b). The ratio of seaward/shoreward = 0.001/0.00067 = 1.5, is con-297

stant and independent of tide. Although the dependencies on σ̃ and the constant are not298

well constrained, the implication that R2
IG is not a function of tide level is supported by299

the low correlation (R2 = 0.22) between tide and R2
IG (Figure 8).300
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Figure 7. Parameterization of seaward IG energy from local SS conditions. (left) Ardhuin et

al. (2014) (R2 = 0.71) and (right) new parameterization (R2 = 0.91), including tidal dependence

(Eq. 12).

The observed total and free shoreward IG energy is tidally modulated(Figure 5 b,301

c), consistent with previous observations of total (seaward plus shoreward) IG energy302

in Southern California (Okihiro & Guza, 1995). This modulation, lower EIG at low tide,303

has been attributed to IG energy loss within the surfzone being stronger on flat and shal-304

low low-tide beaches than on steeper high-tide beaches (given a concave beach profile,305

Figure 8) (Thomson et al., 2006). Note that refractive trapping of seaward IG energy306

creates shoreward IG waves. That is, seaward and shoreward IG waves both increase at307

high tide, when the surfzone more efficiently radiates IG energy.308

Observed values of R2
IG vary between 0.5 - 2.5, whereas R2

IG = 1.5 follows from309

the present crude parameterizations. While R2
IG at the shoreline is constrained to < 1,310

R2
IG > 1 in 10-15m depth can indicate IG surf zone generation and radiation, and shelf311

trapping. The ratio of free seaward to shoreward propagating IG energy in 10-15m depths312

is usually between 1 and 2. Along with the high correlation between ESS and obsE
free
IG ,313

this suggests that between half and all of the energy radiated seaward is trapped on the314

shelf seaward of 10-15m and redirected shoreward (similar results seen in Gallagher, 1971;315

Elgar & Guza, 1985; Oltman-Shay & Guza, 1987; Okihiro et al., 1992; Elgar et al., 1992,316

1994; Herbers & Guza, 1994; Herbers, Elgar, & Guza, 1995; Herbers, Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly,317

1995; Okihiro & Guza, 1995; Sheremet et al., 2002; Battjes, 2004; Thomson et al., 2006;318

S. M. Henderson et al., 2006; Rijnsdorp et al., 2015).319

4.1 Numerical modelling of wave runup320

The open-source, phase-resolving SWASH model (Zijlema et al., 2011) is used widely321

to simulate wave transformations and runup. SWASH successfully reproduces SS and322

IG evolution in laboratory channels with simple h(x), and carefully controlled normally323

incident waves (A. de Bakker et al., 2014; Ruju et al., 2014; Suzuki et al., 2017). Field324

observations and model predictions of IG wave evolution and runup are also in good agree-325

ment, although limited by the relatively small range of conditions for which offshore bound-326

ary conditions (e.g. incident SS and IG waves), sandy beach bathymetry, and runup are327

all accurately known (Nicolae Lerma et al., 2017; Fiedler et al., 2018, 2019; Valentini et328

al., 2019; C. S. Henderson et al., 2022). For the current model runs, for computational329

reasons SWASH is run in nonstationary 2D mode in a narrow channel, with a curvilin-330
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Figure 8. (a) Mean depth profiles at Torrey Pines (MOP 578 - 589), colored by season of

survey. 85% of the 2209 surveys were collected in September/October/November (n = 747) and

December/January/February (n = 1125). Insert shows subaerial beach. (b) Beach slope versus

mean tide (relative to NAVD88m) of 3h record) at Torrey Pines. Beach slope is the linear fit

±0.5m around the tide level. The concave subaerial beach is steeper at high tide than low tide.

ear grid with a 2-m alongshore mesh for two identical parallel transects with 2 vertical331

layers. Waves are 1D. The normally incident wave field is prescribed with a Fourier se-332

ries at the offshore boundary in 14m depth, about 600m from the shoreline. Parameter333

settings are as in Lange et al. (2022).334

Significant IG growth and decay occurs during SS shoaling and breaking. Compar-335

isons of runup with model run with EIG = 0 and nouvelleArdhuin at the offshore bound-336

ary provide a measure of the effect of additional energy incident at the boundary. To test337

the relationship between incident IG energy in 10m and IG runup, we ran 23 wave cases338

of incident wave height ranging from 0.3 < HSS < 4.1m and 0.01 < HIG < 0.44m,339

with the IG boundary condition given by either EIG = 0 or nouvelleArdhuin, and with340

the bathymetry profile either a 2-slope linear profile or an observed profile, for a total341

of 92 runs.342

On the 2-slope profile, differences in runup with EIG = 0 and nouvelleArdhuin343

are very small. On the observed bathymetry (derived from Figure 8 a), differences are344

detectable and best fit line slopes differ by about 15%. Consistent with linear intuition,345

runup is increased (modestly) by including incident IG waves at the offshore boundary.346

However, the cross-shore evolution of the shoreward IG waves is nonlinear and much more347

complicated than suggested by this simple example (Ruju et al., 2012; Fiedler et al., 2019;348

Mendes et al., 2018; Rijnsdorp et al., 2022). With steep test bathymetries and energetic349

wave conditions (not shown and not realistic in Southern California) EIG = 0 can gen-350

erate higher runup than nouvelleArduin, and effects of the offshore boundary condition351

on IG swash and runup can be significant (up to 20% different in the current cases and352

greater in cases run in Lange et al. (2022)).353

We note that SWASH-modelled runup results were insensitive to different realiza-354

tions of random phase in the simulations of free waves (not shown). Finally, SWASH-355

modelled seaward going IG energy in 10-15m was, for unknown reasons, significantly higher356

than the corresponding PUV observation (not shown), similar to C. S. Henderson et al.357
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Figure 9. SWASH-modelled IG runup swash height versus nouvelleArdhuin offshore boundary

condition IG height (◦, solid line is best fit). Runup is relatively insensitive to setting offshore

EIG = 0 (•, dashed). Best fit line slopes differ by 15% indicating a slight reduction in runup

using EIG = 0.

(2022). Possibly, errors arise because the SWASH 1D simulations assume normal wave358

incidence and do not support trapped waves. Simulations in 2D are beyond the present359

scope.360

The applicability of the present results to other sites is unknown. Bound wave the-361

ory is general, not site-specific, and has no tunable parameters. However, the values of362

“free wave” parameters (Eqs. 6 and 10) are expected to vary with beach and shelf ge-363

ometry. For example, the average depth of the North Sea is only 90m and slopes are low,364

potentially limiting the importance of refractive trapping relative to steeply sloped is-365

lands with deep water relatively close to shore (Rijnsdorp et al., 2021). The present sites366

are not between headlands or bounded by (fixed) offshore reefs. Selective amplification367

at particular IG frequencies has not been observed either in runup or on the inner shelf.368

Remotely generated IG waves from transoceanic sources are usually of relatively little369

importance. IG energy levels on the inner shelf depend on local waves and tide level. The370

numerical model result that IG wave runup at the shoreline is influenced only weakly371

by free IG waves on the inner shelf could significantly simplify overtopping forecasts by372

reducing the need for regional forecast models of IG waves.373

5 Conclusion374

The relative contribution of bound and free infragravity waves to the IG wave field375

on the inner shelf (depth ∼ 10−15m) in San Diego County, USA was examined using376

PUV observations and nonlinear wave theory. In general, free waves dominate the IG377

wave field with only 5% of the records showing a bound wave fraction > 50%, consis-378

tent with previous observations in Southern California and Duck, USA and the North379

Sea. The bound wave energy scaled with the local SS energy squared (with higher cor-380

relation to swell energy than sea) and depth dependence is consistent with h−5 scaling.381

Free IG energy scaled linearly with the local SS energy and with the tide level.382

These dependencies were included in parameterization of the total (bound and free383

IG) shoreward propagating energy that depen on tide level and wave models or buoy ob-384
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servations of SS waves. Parameterization of the seaward propagating IG waves showed385

a similar tidal dependence, differing from Ardhuin et al. (2014). Using an observation-386

based frequency distribution for free IG energy, bound and free wave are included in syn-387

thetic IG timeseries used to initialize the nonlinear, phase-resolving, numerical wave model388

SWASH. SWASH results suggest that wave runup is weakly influenced by free shoreward389

propagating IG waves observed at the offshore boundary.390

Further observations and modeling are needed to extent the present results to other391

coastal locations.392
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Free infragravity waves on the inner shelf: Observations1

and Parameterizations at two Southern California2

beaches3
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Key Points:6

• Infragravity (IG) waves on the inner shelf (10-15m depth) in San Diego, USA are7

usually dominated by refractively trapped free waves.8

• Seaward and shoreward propagating free IG energies are parameterized as a func-9

tion of tide level and local sea-swell conditions.10

• On a low slope (0.02) beach, numerical modeled wave runup is weakly influenced11

by the shoreward IG waves observed at the offshore boundary.12
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Abstract13

Co-located pressure and velocity observations in 10-15m depth are used to estimate the14

relative contribution of bound and free infragravity (IG) wave energy to the IG wave field.15

Shoreward and seaward going IG waves are analyzed separately. At the Southern Cal-16

ifornia sites, shoreward propagating IG waves are dominated by free waves, with the bound17

wave energy fraction < 30% for moderate energy incident sea-swell and < 10% for low18

energy incident sea-swell. Only the 5% of records with energetic long swell show primar-19

ily bound waves. Consistent with bound IG wave theory, the energy scales as the square20

(frequency integrated) sea-swell energy, with a higher correlation with swell than sea en-21

ergy. Seaward and shoreward free IG energy is strongly tidally modulated. The ratio of22

free seaward to shoreward propagating IG energy suggests between 50-100% of the en-23

ergy radiated offshore is trapped on the shelf seaward of 10-15m and redirected shore-24

ward. Remote sources of IG energy are small. The observed linear dependency of free25

seaward and shoreward IG energy on local sea-swell wave energy and tide are param-26

eterized with good skill (R2 ∼ 0.90). Free (random phase) and bound (phase-coupled)27

IG waves are included in numerically simulated timeseries for shoreward IG waves that28

are used to initialize (∼ 10m depth) the numerical nonlinear wave transformation SWASH.29

On the low slope study beach, wave runup is only weakly influenced by free shoreward30

propagating waves observed at the offshore boundary (foreshore slope = 0.02).31

Plain Language Summary32

Infragravity (IG) waves are long-period (every 25 sec to 2.5 min) waves that con-33

tribute to coastal flooding and beach erosion. IG waves, generated near the shoreline by34

short-period sea-swell (SS) wave groups (known by surfers as “sets”), have long wave-35

lengths (100s of m) and do not curl and break like ordinary sea and swell waves. Instead,36

they can bounce off the beach face and propagate seaward. Our study concerns IG waves37

on the inner shelf (10 − 15m depth, ∼ 500 − 700m offshore), seaward of the region of38

IG generation. Similar to previous observations in Hawai’i and North Carolina, we find39

most of the bounced, seaward going IG energy cannot reach deep water and is trapped40

on the continental shelf. We develop an observation-based estimate IG wave energy on41

the inner shelf as a function of SS wave energy and tide level. Finally. we show with a42

numerical model that IG wave runup at the shoreline is influenced only weakly by IG43

waves on the inner shelf.44

1 Introduction45

Infragravity (IG) waves are low-frequency surface-gravity ocean waves with peri-46

ods typically between 25-200s, longer period than the sea-swell waves that generate them.47

IG waves were first observed (Munk, 1949; Tucker, 1950) seaward of the surfzone, trav-48

eling shoreward with the group velocity of short-period wind-generated waves and ∼ 10%49

of their amplitude. IG waves can contribute significantly to runup (Huntley, 1976; Guza50

& Thornton, 1982; Ruggiero, 2004; Stockdon et al., 2006, and many others), sediment51

transport (Aagaard & Greenwood, 1994, 2008; Baldock et al., 2010; De Bakker et al.,52

2016), harbor seiches (Okihiro et al., 1993; Ardhuin et al., 2010) and earth hum (Rhie53

& Romanowicz, 2006; Webb, 2007).54

Shoaling, shoreward propagating sea-swell (SS) frequencies interact and transfer55

energy to their sum (higher-order harmonics) and difference (infragravity) frequencies56

through nonlinear triad interactions (Hasselmann et al., 1963; Elgar & Guza, 1985; van57

Dongeren et al., 2007). ’Bound waves’ are shoreward propagating IG waves that are 180◦58

out of phase with the envelope of higher-frequency sea-swell waves (Longuet-Higgins &59

Stewart, 1962). As shoaling SS waves become increasingly nondispersive, the bound wave60

approaches resonance, lags behind the wave group, and is eventually a ‘free’ wave (on61

the dispersion curve) that propagates to shore (List, 1986; Battjes, 2004; A. T. M. de62
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Bakker et al., 2015). Throughout the short wave (e.g. sea-swell) surf zone, free shoal-63

ing IG waves can acquire and lose energy from SS waves and can potentially break. At64

the shoreline, free IG waves can reflect and propagate seaward (Battjes, 2004; Thomson65

et al., 2006; S. M. Henderson et al., 2006; van Dongeren et al., 2007; Ruju et al., 2012;66

A. de Bakker et al., 2014).67

In many locations, incident SS waves are relatively well characterized with buoys68

(Behrens et al., 2019), satellites (Ribal & Young, 2019; Qin & Li, 2021), and regional or69

global (e.g. WAVEWATCH III) wave models. While these SS waves can be used in off-70

shore boundary conditions (BC) for surf zone models, typically in ∼ 10− 20m depth,71

the contribution of IG waves is not accurately observed or predicted by these systems.72

IG waves, typically observed with bottom-mounted pressure and/or current sensors, are73

less widely observed and characterized (Okihiro et al., 1992; Ardhuin et al., 2014; A. J. Re-74

niers et al., 2021). The practical limitations of direct observations of infragravity waves75

motivates the present efforts to parameterize IG energy for use in nearshore models. Bound76

wave theory has been implemented as an offshore IG boundary condition in laboratory77

studies where the wavemaker is carefully controlled to create only a shoreward propa-78

gating bound IG wave and (ideally) to absorb seaward propagating IG waves (van Noor-79

loos, 2003; Van Thiel De Vries et al., 2008; G. Ruessink et al., 2013; Altomare et al., 2020,80

and resulting papers). The offshore boundary condition in field settings have included81

theoretical bound waves and also observed timeseries (Roelvink et al., 2009; Zijlema, 2012;82

A. de Bakker et al., 2014; A. T. M. de Bakker et al., 2015; Dusseljee et al., 2014; Rijns-83

dorp et al., 2014, 2015; Fiedler et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; C. S. Hen-84

derson et al., 2022). The effect of free shoreward propagating IG waves in the model off-85

shore boundary has received little attention, and no existing parameterization includes86

both 2D bound and free IG waves. Here, 3 years of pressure and current (PUV) data87

in 10-15m depth are used to determine (and parameterize) the variation of incident IG88

waves with a range of SS waves. A parametric offshore IG boundary condition is devel-89

oped.90

1.1 Bound Waves91

Bound infragravity spectral energy Ebound
IG =

∫
IG

Ebound(f)df is estimated from92

second-order nonlinear wave theory (Hasselmann, 1962; Sand, 1982; Herbers, Elgar, &93

Guza, 1995, and many others).94

Ebound
IG (∆f,∆θ) = 2

∫
∆f

D2S(f, θ1)S(f +∆f, θ2)df, (1)

95

D = −gk1k2 cos (∆θ)
2ω1ω2

+ 1
2g (ω

2
1 + ω2

2 + ω1ω2) + C g(ω1+ω2)
(gk3 tanh (k3h)−(ω1+ω2)2)∗ω1ω2

,

C = (ω1 + ω2) ∗
(

ω1ω2

g

)2
− k1k2 cos (∆θ)− 1

2

(
ω1k

2
2

cosh2 (k2h)
+

ω2k
2
1

cosh2 (k1h)

)
,

with wavenumber k, angular frequency ω (= 2πf) and where the sea-swell frequency-96

direction spectra S(f, θ) can be estimated from a PUV, a pitch-roll buoy (Kuik, 1988),97

or a regional wave model. The interaction coefficient D is computed for the difference98

frequency (∆f) of every frequency pair (f1, f2) and if assuming directionally spread waves99

(2D), every difference direction (∆θ = θ2−θ1+180◦). D varies strongly as a function100

of ∆θ, depth, and SS frequency f . In shallow water, D is maximum (Dmax) for co-linear101

(∆θ = 0) waves, and 1D theory (∆θ = 0) is the upper limit on bound wave energy.102

D decreases quickly with increasing ∆θ; ∆θ = 30◦ results in D ∼ 25%Dmax (Herbers103

& Guza, 1994). The theoretical sensitivity of 2D bound wave energy to S(f, θ) and the104

fundamentally low resolution of a single PUV directional estimator limits the accuracy105

of the present 2D bound wave estimates. The coupling coefficient is frequency depen-106

dent and swell (8−25s) produces larger bound waves than sea (4−8s) (Okihiro et al.,107

1992).108
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Bound IG waves can alternatively be estimated with the third-order spectrum (bispectrum,109

Hasselmann et al., 1963; Kim et al., 1980; Elgar & Guza, 1985) that depends on non-110

linear phase coupling between wave triads with angular frequencies ω1, ω2, ω1+2. The111

bispectrum is the expected value of the triple product of complex Fourier coefficients,112

B(k, l) = Ẽ[XkXlXk+l].113

With random phases and no nonlinear coupling of the three frequencies, the bis-114

pectrum vanishes. The normalized magnitude of the bispectra (b, bicoherence),115

b(f1, f2) =
B(f1, f2)√

E(f1)E(f2)E(f1 + f2)
, (2)

measures the strength of the phase coupling between the three waves. The bispec-116

trum phase (biphase) corresponds to the phase lag between the IG wave and the SS wave117

group (Elgar & Guza, 1985). The forced wave spectral density is the bispectrum inte-118

grated over all frequency pairs for a given difference frequency (Herbers & Guza, 1994),119

Eforced
IG (∆f) = α(∆f)|bi(∆f)|2E(∆f), (3)

bi(∆f) = 2

∫ inf

∆f

dfB(f,∆f)/

√
2

∫ inf

∆f

dfE(f +∆f)E(f)E(∆f ), (4)

and the bias term α can be computed from the bound wave theory.120

1.2 Free Waves121

Free waves contribute significantly to IG waves (Gallagher, 1971; Huntley et al.,122

1981; Oltman-Shay & Guza, 1987; Okihiro et al., 1992; Zijlema, 2012; Smit et al., 2018).123

‘Edge’ waves are free waves trapped on a sloping beach by shoreline reflection and back-124

refraction by the increasing water depth (Eckart, 1951). Edge waves are sensitive to ge-125

ography, with the amount of trapping depending on the continental shelf and beach to-126

pography (Herbers, Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly, 1995). Seaward propagating IG waves that127

propagate freely from the shoreline across the shelf to deep water are known as ‘leaky’128

waves (Webb et al., 1991; Ardhuin et al., 2014; Rijnsdorp et al., 2021). Ardhuin et al.129

(2014) and Rawat et al. (2014) parameterize seaward-going free wave energy (radiated130

from the surfzone) for use as an incident boundary condition for global model WAVE-131

WATCH III, but the free IG wave climate on the inner shelf is poorly understood.132

Previous work in Duck, NC, Southern California, and Hawai’i, USA and the North133

Sea have investigated the fraction of IG energy contained in the bound component, giv-134

ing an indication of the amount of free shoreward wave energy. Numerous studies at Duck,135

NC (∼ 8−13m depth) (Elgar et al., 1992; Herbers & Guza, 1994; B. G. Ruessink, 1998;136

A. J. H. M. Reniers, 2002) found that the bound wave fraction was typically between137

10−20%, with higher values above 30% (and up to 100%) only during the most ener-138

getic SS conditions. In the North Sea (∼ 30m depth), IG wave conditions are always139

free wave dominant and only during the peak of storms is the fraction bound ≥ 50%140

(A. J. Reniers et al., 2021). At beaches in Southern California and Hawai’i (∼ 8−13m141

and 183m depth) (Okihiro et al., 1992), up to 50% of the IG energy is at times attributed142

to bound wave energy. The bound fraction is dependent on water depth; Elgar et al. (1992)143

observed twice the bound fraction in 8m depth compared to 13m depth in Duck, NC.144

Torrey Pines has long been a study site for refractively trapped waves (Huntley et al.,145

1981; Guza & Thornton, 1985; Oltman-Shay & Guza, 1987; Oltman-Shay & Howd, 1993;146

Thomson et al., 2006), with significant trapped IG energy detected shoreward of 15m147

water depth. This refracted energy then propagates onshore as free waves. These trapped148

waves are not phase-coupled to local (instantaneous) SS wave groups because they are149

not generated locally in space or time.150
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In this study, we analyze the relative contribution of bound and free IG energy to151

the total IG energy in 10 − 15m water depth for beaches in San Diego County, USA,152

confirm theoretical estimates of the incident bound wave energy, investigate parameter-153

izations for both bound and free IG energy and estimate an IG sea surface elevation time-154

series that can be used as an incident boundary condition for nearshore models. Section155

2.1 describes the dataset and quality control. Section 2.2 confirms that directional bound156

wave theory (Hasselmann, 1962) accurately predicts the observed bound wave energy.157

In Section 2.2 and 2.3, the relative contributions of shoreward propagating bound and158

free IG waves and their respective dependencies on the SS wave field are presented and159

compared with previous observations from other sites. The total incident bound and free160

IG energy and the spectral shape of the free energy are discussed in Section 3. Compar-161

ison to a previously developed seaward IG parameterization (Ardhuin et al., 2014), the162

tidal dependence and the effect of the IG BC in a phase-resolving nearshore numerical163

model on IG swash is presented in Section 4.164

2 Observations165

2.1 Data166

Bottom-mounted pressure sensors and current meters (PUV) were deployed in 10167

and 15-m depths at Torrey Pines State Beach and Cardiff State Beach, CA intermittently168

between Fall 2019 and Spring 2022 (Figure 1 and Table 1). Data were collected contin-169

uously between Fall 2021 and Spring 2022 as part of the Runup and Bathymetry 2D (RuBy2D)170

experiment at Torrey Pines, a 3km long, alongshore-uniform composite (summer sand,171

winter cobbles) beach. Cardiff is a 1.8km alongshore-variable beach, with a rocky reef172

beginning approximately 125m offshore at the southern end (Ludka et al., 2019). The173

2 Hz PUV data were segmented into 3h records. The three largest tidal constituents are174

removed from the bottom pressure and velocity records, and the records are surface-corrected175

using linear finite-depth theory over the frequency band 0.004−0.25 Hz. Computed spec-176

tra are segmented in 7200s demeaned ensembles, with an applied 50% overlapping Han-177

ning window, with 0.0003 Hz frequency resolution and 13 degrees of freedom. The IG178

band is defined between 0.004 − 0.04 Hz, the swell band between 0.04 − 0.12 Hz and179

the sea band between 0.12−0.25 Hz. As quality control, 3-hour pressure and velocity180

spectra passed a Z-test (Eq. 1 in Elgar et al., 2005),181

Z2 =
P 2(

ω
gk

)2
cosh2 khP

cosh2 khU
(U2 + V 2)

, (5)

with cutoffs of 0.8 < ZIG < 1.2 and 0.95 < ZSS < 1.05. This confirms the use of lin-182

ear theory in the sea surface correction. Additionally, only records with reflection coef-183

ficients (Eq. 4 in Sheremet et al., 2002) of R2
SS < 0.25 and R2

IG < 2.5 are used fur-184

ther. Only 5 values are removed with R2
IG > 2.5 with max R2

IG = 2.9. Details of the185

resulting 2494 quality controlled 3h records and SS bulk wave statistics are in Table 1.186

Spectral wave model (MOPS, O’Reilly et al., 2016) hindcast data from the observation187

periods show similar distributions of bulk parameters as a 23-year hindcast (Figure 2).188

The present observations are representative of the San Diego wave climate. Sea-surface189

elevation and velocity are combined to estimate shoreward and seaward propagating wave190

components, following Sheremet et al. (2002). Unless explicitly stated, the shoreward191

sea-surface elevation timeseries is used below to characterize the offshore boundary con-192

dition for wave propagation models.193

2.2 Bound Waves194

The 1D and 2D (±90◦ from shorenormal directionally-integrated) bound wave en-195

ergies (Hasselmann, 1962) show the effects of directional spreading on the interaction196
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Figure 1. Co-located near-bottom pressure and biaxial acoustic current meter (PUV) in 10m

and 15m depth at Torrey Pines and 10m depth at Cardiff. The Scripps Institution of Oceanogra-

phy’s wave MOnitoring and Prediction (MOP) (O’Reilly et al., 2016) transect numbers are given

along with the 10 and 15m depth contours (NAVD88m).

coefficient D (Eq. 1 and Figure 3). The 1D estimates are about ∼ 3x larger than the197

directionally-integrated 2D estimates.198

Bispectral analysis confirms 2D nonlinear theory (Hasselmann, 1962)(Figure 4).199

However, bispectral Eforced
IG estimates can be inaccurate when nonlinear coupling is weak,200

bound wave energy is low and free waves dominate. At individual frequencies, the bis-201

pectral and the bound wave estimates can differ by as much as a factor of 50 (Figure 3202

and Herbers and Guza (1994)). Integrated over IG frequencies, the 2D bound wave and203

the forced wave energy (for fraction bound > 15%) agree well (R2 = XX, Figure 4).204

The cases of fraction bound > 15% are typically larger SS events (back-refracted deep205

water wave height H0 and wavelength L0 give median
√
H0L0 = 13.1m, compared to206
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Figure 2. Histograms of (a) Offshore wave height H0 and offshore wavelength L0 in
√
H0L0,

(b) H0, (c) frequency spread fspread, and (d) peak frequency fpeak at Torrey Pines in 10m at

MOP582. Histograms are similar for 2000 - 2022 hindcast (blue, 201,600 1h values) and present

observations (orange, 12,602 1h records). Mean ± 1 standard deviation of the full 23 year hind-

cast and over the present observation time period (MOPS) are given.
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MOP Date Depth Distance from # of HSS Tp Dp Dspread

(m) backbeach (m) records (m) (s) (degrees) (degrees)

582 11/19 - 04/20 10 580 316 0.3 - 2.4 5 - 21 0 - 23 7 - 21
582 10/20 - 03/21 10 580 315 0.3 - 4.1 5 - 21 0 - 25 9 - 22
582 07/21 - 09/21 10 580 223 0.4 - 1 5 - 19 0 - 29 14 - 24
669 07/21 - 09/21 10 600 285 0.4 - 1.1 5 - 20 1 - 32 6 - 25
573 10/21 - 03/22 10 600 281 0.4 - 2.5 5 - 19 0 - 28 8 - 22
578 10/21 - 11/21 10 630 55 0.4 - 1.7 9 - 20 1 - 10 10 - 22
582 10/21 - 02/22 10 630 323 0.3 - 2.3 5 - 20 0 - 19 9 - 21
582 10/21 - 02/22 15 1020 401 0.5 - 2.7 5 - 20 0 - 25 8 - 25
589 10/21 - 02/22 10 660 289 0.3 - 2.3 6 - 20 0 - 32 9 - 22

Table 1. PUV Bulk Statistics. MOP location (580s are Torrey Pines and 669 is Cardiff in

O’Reilly et al. (2016); Ludka et al. (2019)), date range, depth, distance from backbeach to PUV,

the number of records for each PUV, significant wave height HSS , peak period Tp, peak direction

Dp and spread Dspread.
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Figure 3. Observed (blue) sea surface elevation frequency spectra E(f) (d.o.f. = 30) in 10m

for varying sea-swell wave heights HSS (a) HSS = 3.7m, Dspread,SS = 18◦, fraction bound = 74%

(b) HSS = 1.4m, Dspread,SS = 13◦, fraction bound = 100%, (c) HSS = 1.0m, Dspread,SS = 17◦,

fraction bound = 10%, and (d) HSS = 0.4m, spread Dspread,SS = 24◦, fraction bound = 1%. In

the IG band (f < 0.04 Hz, dashed vertical line), theoretical results are shown for 1D bound wave

and 2 D bound wave, and for a bispectral approach (Herbers & Guza, 1994). Fraction bound

(based on 2D bound waves) ranges from about 100% (a, largest HSS) to 1% (d, smallest HSS).
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the median of the dataset = 10.7m). Analysis below uses 2D bound wave theory that207

(unlike bispectral estimates) does not rely on insitu IG observations and can be estimated208

from SS spectral waves from a buoy or wave model. Only 5% of the cases (120/2488)209

have a fraction bound greater than 50% (Figure 5 d). Similar to previous observations210

(Herbers, Elgar, & Guza, 1995; B. G. Ruessink, 1998) the fraction bound increases with211

increasing EIG and ESS and decreasing depth (or tide stage) (Figure 5 a). The frequency212

dependence of the bound wave coupling coefficient is seen with Ebound
IG being more highly213

correlated with Eswell (R
2 = 0.84) than Esea (R2 = 0.59) (Okihiro et al., 1992; Elgar214

et al., 1992).215
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Figure 4. Bound IG energy from nonlinear 2D theory (Hasselmann, 1962) versus an estimate

Eforced
IG based on bispectral analysis (Herbers & Guza, 1994). Colors are fraction bound based

on 2D bound wave theory. When fraction bound < 15% bispectral results are widely scattered,

and not shown or included in R2. The 1-1 line, and mean and standard deviation for binned data

(green curve and shading) are shown.
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Figure 5. Observed shoreward propagating IG energy (a)Ebound
IG , (b) Efree

IG , (c) Etotal
IG , and

(d) fraction bound versus ESS . Most observed fraction bound are < 50% (dashed horizontal

line) and many are < 10%. △ is 15m PUV data. Correlations R2 are given. Ebound
IG scales as

E2
SS whereas both total and free IG energy scale as ESS . In panels (a - c), the solid line shows

a linear dependence on ESS (slope = 1), and dashed line shows a quadratic dependence on ESS

(slope = 2).
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2.3 Free Waves216

The shoreward free IG energy spectra are estimated by subtracting the bound wave217

estimate (Ebound
IG (f)) from the total shoreward IG energy spectra. These shoreward-directed218

free waves are a combination of refractively trapped (and typically locally generated) waves219

and leaky waves from remote sources. The free (and due to the dominance of free wave220

IG energy, the total) wave energy is approximately linearly proportional to ESS (Figure221

5 b, c, and consistent with Herbers, Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly, 1995; Okihiro & Guza, 1995).222

This linear dependence on ESS , as opposed to a quadratic dependence for the bound wave,223

has been attributed to dissipation (Herbers, Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly, 1995). Free waves224

have a weaker depth dependence (h−1) than bound waves (h−5), consistent with Herbers,225

Elgar, Guza, and O’Reilly (1995).226

Okihiro et al. (1992) estimated that in Southern California for typical SS energy,227

25% of the IG energy was bound in 8-13m depth, 70% was trapped shoreward of a sen-228

sor in 183m depth, and only 5% was leaky. Leaky, free IG waves can propagate across229

ocean basins and in deep water appear uncoupled from and uncorrelated with local SS230

wave conditions (Webb et al., 1991; Ardhuin et al., 2014). However, on the inner shelf,231

remotely generated IG waves only dominate local IG waves when ESS is very low (Herbers,232

Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly, 1995; Sheremet et al., 2002). Remotely generated IG waves (i.e.,233

unrelated to local SS wave energy) are not considered in the following analysis and con-234

tribute to parameterization noise.235

3 Parameterizing the IG wave field236

3.1 Bound Waves237

Although 2D bound wave energy can be determined from the incident sea-swell spec-238

trum, parameterizations of the total bound wave energy from bulk sea-swell wave statis-239

tics are convenient. Linear regression between predE
bound
IG and E2

SSh
−5 (with exponents240

predicted in Herbers, Elgar, and Guza (1995) and similar to B. G. Ruessink (1998)), yields241

correlation coefficients R2 between 0.58−0.91, for 10m Torrey Pines, 15m Torrey Pines242

and 10m Cardiff PUVs. A frequency-weighted sea-swell energy integral
(∫

SS
E(f)f−1df

)
243

(similar to the approach of Fiedler et al. (2020)) has higher correlations in all cases (Eq.244

6 with R2 = 0.84− 0.97, 95% CI [14.98, 15.37], Figure 6 a),245

pE
bound
IG = 15.2

(∫
SS

E(f)f−1df

)2

h−5. (6)

The units of the dimensional constant on the right-hand side are selected to yield m2.246

3.2 Shoreward Free Waves247

Linear regression between obsE
free
IG and ESS gives correlation R2 = 0.79 (Figure248

5). However, similar to the bound wave parameterization, a frequency-weighted SS en-249

ergy integral increases the correlation (R2 = 0.84). The observed tidal dependence of250

free IG energy is accounted for with the normalized tide251

σ̃ =
tideobs − tidelow
tidehigh − tidelow

, (7)

where 2.5m is the total tidal range observed across all deployments), with σ̃ = 0 at252

the lowest observed tide (−0.5 NAVD88m), and σ̃ = 1 at the highest tide (2 NAVD88m).253

Tide data is the 3h average obtained from a NOAA tide gauge (Station 9410230, La Jolla).254

Including a linear σ̃ dependence in the regression improves the correlation between ob-255

served and predicted total Efree
IG energy to R2 = 0.9 (95% CI [0.00066, 0.00068], Eq.256

8, Figure 6 b) at all but the lowest tides and ESS ,257
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Figure 6. Parameterizations of incident IG wave field. (a) 2D bound wave parameterization

(Eq. 6), (b) Free wave parameterization (Eq. 8), (c) 2D bound wave theory + free wave param-

eterization, colored by total incident SS energy (see color bar in (b)) and (d) significant wave

height of estimated IG timeseries, colored by SS significant wave height.

∫
SS

E(f)df
∫
SS

E(f)f−1df σ̃
∫
SS

E(f)f−1df

10m Torrey Pines 0.82 0.88 0.92
15m Torrey Pines 0.63 0.74 0.84

10m Cardiff 0.5 0.69 0.87

Total 0.79 0.84 0.9

Table 2. R2 between total (frequency-band integrated) free shoreward IG energy observed and

three parameterizations using the observed sea-swell wave energy spectrum ESS(f). PUV sensors

were deployed in 10m and 15m at Torrey Pines and 10m at Cardiff (see Table 1 for details). In

all cases, σ̃
∫
SS

E(f)f−1df has the highest R2, where σ̃ is the relative tide level (Eq. 7).

pE
free
IG = 0.00067σ̃

∫
SS

E(f)f−1df. (8)

Correlations in different depths and beaches are given in Table 3.2.258

The total shoreward IG energy, with contributions from both bound and free waves259

can be estimated with local SS parameters. The parameterization performs well (R2 =260

0.96) for all but the smallest ESS and/or tides using either the bound wave parameter-261

ization (Eq. 6) or the integrated 2D Hasselmann bound wave energy (Figure 6 c). With262

the smallest ESS and lowest tides, the parameterization underpredicts EIG perhaps ow-263

ing to free waves from remote sources (Webb et al., 1991; Ardhuin et al., 2014) and the264

inaccuracy of Eq. 6) when σ̃ = 0.265
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Functional forms of the frequency distribution of the free IG energy were compared266

with the observed free IG spectra (normalized by the frequency-weighted SS energy). Forms267

investigated include linear and cubic fits to the median spectral shape, the spectral shape268

of Ardhuin et al. (2014) and an altered form (referred to as nouvelleArdhuin, Eq. 9),269

A(f) =

{
β 1

∆f ∗ [f/0.012Hz] when f < 0.012Hz

β 1
∆f ∗ [0.012Hz/f ] when f > 0.012Hz

, (9)

with β = 0.0146 (median spectral energy density at f = 0.012Hz).270

NouvelleArdhuin has the smallest (∼ 0.35) median root-mean-square logarithmic271

error (RMSLE) between obsE
free
IG ∗A(f) and obsE

free
IG (f). Over all 2494 records, RM-272

SLE are linear ∼ 0.45, cubic ∼ 0.40 and using Ardhuin et al. (2014) ∼ 0.42. The free273

wave frequency distribution varies over a wide range and leads to relatively large RM-274

SLE errors in all tested forms. NouvelleArdhuin (Eq. 9) is relatively simple, has the small-275

est errors, and is used below.276

Timeseries realizations of the shoreward free IG are estimated from an inverse FFT277

of predE
free
IG (f),278

pE
free
IG (f) = pE

free
IG ∗A(f), (10)

pE
free
IG = 0.00067σ̃

∫
SS

E(f)f−1df,

with random phases and A(f) (Eq. 9).279

Linearly combining the computed bound wave timeseries with the estimated shore-280

ward propagating free wave timeseries (with random phase), yields an estimated total281

shoreward IG timeseries that can be used as a boundary condition for numerical mod-282

els. The parameterizations approximately reproduce a range of infragravity heights (Fig-283

ure 6 c, RMSE ∼ 0.01m, Model skill = 0.82, R2 = 0.95, Bias = 0.006m).284

4 Discussion285

Ardhuin et al. (2014) parameterized seaward free IG energy as a function of local286

sea-swell conditions, and used that parameterization as a shoreline boundary condition287

in a global ocean wave model. The assumptions that seaward IG energy is free, direc-288

tionally broad, and mainly radiated from the surfzone underlie the parameterization pE
sea
IG (f)289

pE
sea
IG (f) =

1.2α2 kg2

cg2πf

(
HsT

2
m,0

4

)2
 ∗ 1

∆f

[
min

(
1,

0.015Hz

f

)]1.5
, (11)

with the first part determining the frequency-band integrated pE
sea
IG energy, and290

the second, the frequency distribution of the seaward IG spectrum. Zheng et al. (2021)291

compared output from the Ardhuin et al. (2014) model and observations of HIG and found292

R2 = 0.6. This approach, for seaward IG energy, yields similar parameters for α (= 6.6 x 10−4s−1)293

with R2 = 0.71 between estimated and observed Efree
IG (Figure 7 a). A parameteriza-294

tion, similar to Eq. 8, for the seaward energy,295

pE
seaward
IG = 0.001σ̃

∫
SS

E(f)f−1df. (12)

shows similar tidal dependence of seaward and shoreward energy, and similar high skill296

R2 = 0.91 (Figure 7 b). The ratio of seaward/shoreward = 0.001/0.00067 = 1.5, is con-297

stant and independent of tide. Although the dependencies on σ̃ and the constant are not298

well constrained, the implication that R2
IG is not a function of tide level is supported by299

the low correlation (R2 = 0.22) between tide and R2
IG (Figure 8).300
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Figure 7. Parameterization of seaward IG energy from local SS conditions. (left) Ardhuin et

al. (2014) (R2 = 0.71) and (right) new parameterization (R2 = 0.91), including tidal dependence

(Eq. 12).

The observed total and free shoreward IG energy is tidally modulated(Figure 5 b,301

c), consistent with previous observations of total (seaward plus shoreward) IG energy302

in Southern California (Okihiro & Guza, 1995). This modulation, lower EIG at low tide,303

has been attributed to IG energy loss within the surfzone being stronger on flat and shal-304

low low-tide beaches than on steeper high-tide beaches (given a concave beach profile,305

Figure 8) (Thomson et al., 2006). Note that refractive trapping of seaward IG energy306

creates shoreward IG waves. That is, seaward and shoreward IG waves both increase at307

high tide, when the surfzone more efficiently radiates IG energy.308

Observed values of R2
IG vary between 0.5 - 2.5, whereas R2

IG = 1.5 follows from309

the present crude parameterizations. While R2
IG at the shoreline is constrained to < 1,310

R2
IG > 1 in 10-15m depth can indicate IG surf zone generation and radiation, and shelf311

trapping. The ratio of free seaward to shoreward propagating IG energy in 10-15m depths312

is usually between 1 and 2. Along with the high correlation between ESS and obsE
free
IG ,313

this suggests that between half and all of the energy radiated seaward is trapped on the314

shelf seaward of 10-15m and redirected shoreward (similar results seen in Gallagher, 1971;315

Elgar & Guza, 1985; Oltman-Shay & Guza, 1987; Okihiro et al., 1992; Elgar et al., 1992,316

1994; Herbers & Guza, 1994; Herbers, Elgar, & Guza, 1995; Herbers, Elgar, Guza, & O’Reilly,317

1995; Okihiro & Guza, 1995; Sheremet et al., 2002; Battjes, 2004; Thomson et al., 2006;318

S. M. Henderson et al., 2006; Rijnsdorp et al., 2015).319

4.1 Numerical modelling of wave runup320

The open-source, phase-resolving SWASH model (Zijlema et al., 2011) is used widely321

to simulate wave transformations and runup. SWASH successfully reproduces SS and322

IG evolution in laboratory channels with simple h(x), and carefully controlled normally323

incident waves (A. de Bakker et al., 2014; Ruju et al., 2014; Suzuki et al., 2017). Field324

observations and model predictions of IG wave evolution and runup are also in good agree-325

ment, although limited by the relatively small range of conditions for which offshore bound-326

ary conditions (e.g. incident SS and IG waves), sandy beach bathymetry, and runup are327

all accurately known (Nicolae Lerma et al., 2017; Fiedler et al., 2018, 2019; Valentini et328

al., 2019; C. S. Henderson et al., 2022). For the current model runs, for computational329

reasons SWASH is run in nonstationary 2D mode in a narrow channel, with a curvilin-330
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Figure 8. (a) Mean depth profiles at Torrey Pines (MOP 578 - 589), colored by season of

survey. 85% of the 2209 surveys were collected in September/October/November (n = 747) and

December/January/February (n = 1125). Insert shows subaerial beach. (b) Beach slope versus

mean tide (relative to NAVD88m) of 3h record) at Torrey Pines. Beach slope is the linear fit

±0.5m around the tide level. The concave subaerial beach is steeper at high tide than low tide.

ear grid with a 2-m alongshore mesh for two identical parallel transects with 2 vertical331

layers. Waves are 1D. The normally incident wave field is prescribed with a Fourier se-332

ries at the offshore boundary in 14m depth, about 600m from the shoreline. Parameter333

settings are as in Lange et al. (2022).334

Significant IG growth and decay occurs during SS shoaling and breaking. Compar-335

isons of runup with model run with EIG = 0 and nouvelleArdhuin at the offshore bound-336

ary provide a measure of the effect of additional energy incident at the boundary. To test337

the relationship between incident IG energy in 10m and IG runup, we ran 23 wave cases338

of incident wave height ranging from 0.3 < HSS < 4.1m and 0.01 < HIG < 0.44m,339

with the IG boundary condition given by either EIG = 0 or nouvelleArdhuin, and with340

the bathymetry profile either a 2-slope linear profile or an observed profile, for a total341

of 92 runs.342

On the 2-slope profile, differences in runup with EIG = 0 and nouvelleArdhuin343

are very small. On the observed bathymetry (derived from Figure 8 a), differences are344

detectable and best fit line slopes differ by about 15%. Consistent with linear intuition,345

runup is increased (modestly) by including incident IG waves at the offshore boundary.346

However, the cross-shore evolution of the shoreward IG waves is nonlinear and much more347

complicated than suggested by this simple example (Ruju et al., 2012; Fiedler et al., 2019;348

Mendes et al., 2018; Rijnsdorp et al., 2022). With steep test bathymetries and energetic349

wave conditions (not shown and not realistic in Southern California) EIG = 0 can gen-350

erate higher runup than nouvelleArduin, and effects of the offshore boundary condition351

on IG swash and runup can be significant (up to 20% different in the current cases and352

greater in cases run in Lange et al. (2022)).353

We note that SWASH-modelled runup results were insensitive to different realiza-354

tions of random phase in the simulations of free waves (not shown). Finally, SWASH-355

modelled seaward going IG energy in 10-15m was, for unknown reasons, significantly higher356

than the corresponding PUV observation (not shown), similar to C. S. Henderson et al.357
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Figure 9. SWASH-modelled IG runup swash height versus nouvelleArdhuin offshore boundary

condition IG height (◦, solid line is best fit). Runup is relatively insensitive to setting offshore

EIG = 0 (•, dashed). Best fit line slopes differ by 15% indicating a slight reduction in runup

using EIG = 0.

(2022). Possibly, errors arise because the SWASH 1D simulations assume normal wave358

incidence and do not support trapped waves. Simulations in 2D are beyond the present359

scope.360

The applicability of the present results to other sites is unknown. Bound wave the-361

ory is general, not site-specific, and has no tunable parameters. However, the values of362

“free wave” parameters (Eqs. 6 and 10) are expected to vary with beach and shelf ge-363

ometry. For example, the average depth of the North Sea is only 90m and slopes are low,364

potentially limiting the importance of refractive trapping relative to steeply sloped is-365

lands with deep water relatively close to shore (Rijnsdorp et al., 2021). The present sites366

are not between headlands or bounded by (fixed) offshore reefs. Selective amplification367

at particular IG frequencies has not been observed either in runup or on the inner shelf.368

Remotely generated IG waves from transoceanic sources are usually of relatively little369

importance. IG energy levels on the inner shelf depend on local waves and tide level. The370

numerical model result that IG wave runup at the shoreline is influenced only weakly371

by free IG waves on the inner shelf could significantly simplify overtopping forecasts by372

reducing the need for regional forecast models of IG waves.373

5 Conclusion374

The relative contribution of bound and free infragravity waves to the IG wave field375

on the inner shelf (depth ∼ 10−15m) in San Diego County, USA was examined using376

PUV observations and nonlinear wave theory. In general, free waves dominate the IG377

wave field with only 5% of the records showing a bound wave fraction > 50%, consis-378

tent with previous observations in Southern California and Duck, USA and the North379

Sea. The bound wave energy scaled with the local SS energy squared (with higher cor-380

relation to swell energy than sea) and depth dependence is consistent with h−5 scaling.381

Free IG energy scaled linearly with the local SS energy and with the tide level.382

These dependencies were included in parameterization of the total (bound and free383

IG) shoreward propagating energy that depen on tide level and wave models or buoy ob-384
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servations of SS waves. Parameterization of the seaward propagating IG waves showed385

a similar tidal dependence, differing from Ardhuin et al. (2014). Using an observation-386

based frequency distribution for free IG energy, bound and free wave are included in syn-387

thetic IG timeseries used to initialize the nonlinear, phase-resolving, numerical wave model388

SWASH. SWASH results suggest that wave runup is weakly influenced by free shoreward389

propagating IG waves observed at the offshore boundary.390

Further observations and modeling are needed to extent the present results to other391

coastal locations.392
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